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Abstract

Motion of a set of particles along their respective curves at constant speed can
be simulated analogically, approximately in real time, by communication be-
tween processors in lattice computers representing bounded regions of euclidean
space.An algorithm to simulate motion of a single particle along a curve already
existed. In this paper, we extend this algorithm to produce two algorithms that
simulate motion of a set of particles. Each extension exploits parallel process-
ing, but models non-interacting particles, a bounded number of which can �t
into a �nite volume of space. This latter, physically natural constraint, ensures
e�ciency and makes the approximately real time simulations even possible. Al-
lowing for some tolerable gaps and lags in simulations, our second extension runs
even more e�ciently than the �rst, at least under some reasonable conditions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Scienti�c computing involves simulation of physical events. Many physical
events can be modelled as motion of a set of objects in euclidean space. A
typical problem involves simulating a physical event and �nding the values of
certain set of attributes associated with the simulated objects (e.g., velocity).
The set of attributes associated with the simulated objects depend on the prob-
lem under consideration. The problem will invariably involve getting the values
of this set of attributes of a set of objects at some points in time. For example,
to determine whether two objects thrown from two di�erent points on earth col-
lide, we can try to simulate the motion of these objects. An attribute associated
with these objects is the location of the object with respect to a 3-dimensional
coordinate system. We might collect values of this attribute during the course of
a relevant simulation and check to see if the values are the same at any instant.

We are interested in simulating physical events like the one described above
for applications in scienti�c computing and in using parallel computing. We
want to analogically simulate the motion of objects in euclidean space approx-
imately in real time. We want the analogical simulation of the physical event
to resemble that event as closely as possible. If we witness a physical event,
we will be able to make claims (even if approximate) about distances between
objects involved in the event. One could judge, just by \looking" at the even-
t, the relative distance between two objects with respect to distance between
another pair of objects. We note that this is true irrespective of the actual
attributes we are interested in for a physical event. We want this to be true in
our simulations. One should be able to make similar judgements by \looking"
at the simulations. This paper comes out of a research project working on the
development of a literal/analogical approach to simulating physical events in
a computer providing an analog representation of the corresponding euclidean
space. These computers are described briey in Section 2.1.

The algorithms presented in this paper take us a step towards achieving the
goal of analogically simulating any physical event. These algorithms simulate
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the motion of a set of particles along their respective curves (at constant speed).
These algorithms are extensions of the algorithm for simulating the motion along
a curve of a single particle in [She91, CRS91a]. We also prove correctness of our
new algorithms.

In Section 1.1, we look at the approach we have taken in the project and its
advantages. In Section 1.2, we present an overview of this paper.

1.1 Motivation

[AG89, Qui87] indicates that simulation of physical events has applications to
a number of problems including uid ow, computing terrain map based on
reected radar signals, weather prediction and N -body problems. Previous
approaches using parallel computing to handle these simulations used analytical
models. Most of these approaches require solving a set of di�erential equations.
A major disadvantage of this approach is that there is no uniform procedure
for simulations. Each problem brings about its own set of equations. Worse,
there might be physical events for which no reasonable equations exist for a
simulation. Secondly, a simulation algorithm might have to be changed to �nd
values of a di�erent set of attributes in the same physical event.

We divide space into disjoint regions and, in parallel, simulate the particles
in di�erent regions. Other such approaches may also divide space (e.g., [AG89]),
but their representation of objects is not \direct." One cannot \look" at the
simulations and make claims that one could make witnessing a physical event.
In the previous approaches, location of a object gets represented as part of
the attributes of the object. Therefore, when the object moves, it is one of
the attributes that gets changed and not the spatial location of the object in
the simulation. In the approaches we follow, where movement of an object in
euclidean space translates into movement of the object in a representation of
space, the spatial distance between objects is maintained. Space is represented
by space. Basically, we move data and algorithms, representing objects, around
in a spatial con�guration of processors, in much the same way as real objects
move around in the con�guration of real space.

There are several advantages to our method. The approach is general enough
to simulate most kind of physical events that are governed by a simple behavior
pattern. Our simulations occur approximately in real time. In the previous
approaches, the simulation time is problem dependent and may increase with
the number of particles to be simulated in a non-linear way. Also, in these
conventional approaches to simulation, there is a wide semantic gap [She91]
between the simulation and the physical event. The simulation acts on analytical
representations of objects which have to be translated to the real world1 every
time one wants to interpret the results. Our approach reduces this semantic

1Translated by either the user or the computer.
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gap. What one sees in the simulation is very close to what is happening in the
physical event.

1.2 Overview of the Paper

The previous two sections talk about the project as a whole. This paper is a
small step in the project. We present two algorithms for simulating a set of
particles along their respective curves at constant speed. The parameters of
these algorithms are properties of a set of particles and curves traced by them.
The result is a simulation of the motion of the set of particles in a representation
of euclidean space.

In Chapter 2, we will look at some previous work that has been done in this
project. Our algorithms use a representation of euclidean space from [CRS90a,
She91, CRS91c, RS91] to simulate the motion of a set of particles, and we
summarize this representation of euclidean space in Section 2.1 and describe
briey the corresponding computers for simulations. We summarize the single
particle algorithm from [She91, CRS91a] in Section 2.2.

In Chapter 3 we present some notation used in the description and analysis of
the two new algorithms and take a look at the step by step development of these
algorithms. Section 3.1 speci�es certain timing conditions, which, when satis�ed
by these algorithms, guarantee that they simulate motion approximately in real
time. In Section 3.2, we present certain computations that can be eliminated,
from the single particle motion simulation algorithm in [She91, CRS91a], with-
out a�ecting its correctness. This savings in computations are extended to our
new algorithms.

One might expect that an algorithm which simulates the motion of a set
of, say, N particles would take N times more execution time than an algorith-
m which simulates the motion of a single particle. Using inherent properties
of euclidean space and physical particles, the �rst algorithm, called the FE
algorithm,2 signi�cantly reduces the execution time for simulating N particles,
compared to the execution time required by N single particle algorithms. In
Section 3.3, we will outline how this reduction was made possible. Allowing for
some reasonable gaps and lags in the simulations, we developed another algo-
rithm, called the SE algorithm,3 which, in certain cases, simulates the motion
of a set of particles in less time than the FE algorithm. We will outline the
development of the SE algorithm in Section 3.4.

In Chapter 4 we present and analyze the FE algorithm. In Section 4.1, we
present de�nitions that are made use of in the description of the FE algorithm.
In Section 4.2, we present the this algorithm in pseudo code. In Section 4.3, we
analyze the FE algorithm for correctness and optimality.

2It is the First Extension of the single particle motion simulation algorithm.
3It is the Second Extension of the single particle motion simulation algorithm.
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In Chapter 5 we present and analyze the SE algorithm. In Section 5.1, we
present a concept used by this algorithm to ensure that the gaps and lags in
its simulations are reasonable. The basic idea for this algorithm is presented
in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, we look at some de�nitions and description of
the SE algorithm. In Section 5.4, we move on to analyze the SE algorithm for
correctness and its performance vis-a-vis the FE algorithm.

In Chapter 6, we summarize the algorithms presented in this paper and
present some of the future extensions that need to be considered.

In Chapter 7, we provide two tables that illustrate the execution of the SE
algorithm.
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Chapter 2

Previous Work

Two important issues to be considered in the literal/analogical approach from
[CRS90b, CRS90a, She91, CRS91c, CRS91b, CRS91a, CRS92] for simulation of
motion are:

� on which architectures are the simulations is going to be done, and

� how are the simulations going to be done.

[CRS90b, CRS90a, She91, CRS91c] deal with proposed architectures on
which to do the simulations. This is briey overviewed in Section 2.1 below.
[She91, CRS91b, CRS91a] deal with algorithms for constant speed motion of,
single, non-dissipating wave-fronts and particles. [CRS92] provides extensive
motivation for this previous work of relevance to the present paper.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, this paper extends the single particle algorithms
from [She91, CRS91a] to (non-interacting) sets of particles. In Section 2.2
below, we summarize the top level of the algorithms from [She91, CRS91a]
for simulating the motion of a single particle.

2.1 Architecture

As promised just above, we briey describe the computer architecture compo-
nent of the approach to simulation of motion on which the present paper is
based.

In this regard, in Section 2.1.1, we �rst discuss a way to nicely, discretely
represent all of euclidean n-space. Then, also in Section 2.1.1, we show how to
de�ne relevant computer architectures (or at least their processor interconnec-
tion schemes) naturally based on the discrete representations for bounded regions
of euclidean n-space. Lastly, we indicate some re�nements to the discrete repre-
sentations and associated parallel processing computers, �rst in Section 2.1.2, to
improve the representation of space and second, in Section 2.1.3, to make sure
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we have algorithms for approximately linear in real time simulation of basic
motions.

2.1.1 Discrete Representation of Space and Processor In-

terconnection

In the approach on which this paper is based, a discrete representation of eu-
clidean n-space is a set of points D with the following properties.

� There is a positive constant � such that for any point Q in the euclidean
space, there is a point R in D such that the euclidean distance between
the points Q and R is < �,

� the points in D do not cluster arbitrarily close together, and

� D is invariant under translations.

It turns out that a set of points D satis�es the above three conditions i� D is a
n-dimensional lattice, where an n-dimensional lattice [CN93, GL87] is a set of
points, from some copy of euclidean n-space, providing a discrete variant of an
n-dimensional vector space [Her64] in which the scalar multipliers for magnifying
vectors are restricted to being integers. For example, Zn, the set of n-tuples of
integers, and An, the set of (n+1)-tuples of integers that add up to 0, are both
n-dimensional lattices [CN93]. For An, the associated copy of euclidean n-space
is the set of (n+ 1)-tuples of reals that add to 0. Clearly, for example, the set
of 3-tuples of reals that add to 0 is just a plane, a copy of 2-dimensional space.

Here is how D is associated with processor interconnection and associated
computers. A bounded region of euclidean n-space is selected to be represented
by a computer. Let D0 be the set of points from D in this region. Place identical,
synchronized processors centered on each point in D0, and directly connect a
pair of these processors (by identical, bi-directional communication channels) i�
they are the lattice minimal distance apart. Any such computer for representing
a corresponding bounded region of euclidean n-space is called a lattice computer.
Figure 2.1 shows a lattice computer (with opaque processors) based on A3 and
representing a small parallelepiped region of euclidean 3-space.

2.1.2 Improving Representation of Space

In the interest of �nding n-dimensional lattices that represent euclidean n-space
especially well, more conditions can be imposed on the selection of the set D.
For example, it is interesting to be able to represent locally as many directions
as possible in a lattice since in euclidean n-space there are a continuum of such
directions.

D is said to be regular [CRS90a, CRS91c] i� there is a set of n minimal length
vectors (points) which generate D and have a constant angle between any two
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Figure 2.1: A small lattice computer based on A3.

of them. Regularity is a strong symmetry condition. Zn and An are examples
of regular n-dimensional lattices. It is shown in [CRS90a, CRS91c] that An

has the maximal number of nearest neighbors (n(n+ 1)) among the regular n-
dimensional lattices! Hence, there is special interest in lattice computers based
on An.

2.1.3 Guaranteeing Appropriate Algorithms for Motion

Besides having architectures for representing space well, it is crucial to have ap-
proximately linear in real time algorithms for the simulation of basic motions.
For certain lattice computers, including those based on An, [She91, CRS91b,
CRS91a] present algorithms for constant speed motion of, single, non-dissipating
wave-fronts and particles for certain lattice computers. It is now known [CRS92]
that these algorithms extend to a very wide and important class of lattices,
known as the root lattices [CN93, RS91]. We will describe below a characteri-
zation of such lattices completed by [RS91] (see also [CN93]).

In a lattice computer we think of each processor, sitting on a lattice point P ,
as responsible for the points of euclidean n-space as least as close to P as to the
lattice point of any other processor. These regions of processor responsibility
are called Voronoi cells [GL87, Aur90, RS91, CN93]. Voronoi cells are crucial
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for most of the algorithms developed so far (see, for example, Section 2.2 just
below). The n-dimensional lattices whose Voronoi cells have inscribed n-spheres
characterize the well-known root lattices (possibly rescaled). It is now known
by our research group that the only n-dimensional lattices that are both root
and regular are Zn and An, again making An particularly interesting.

2.2 Single Particle Motion Algorithm

De�nition 2.2.1 We de�ne MinLgth(L) to be the length of a minimal length
vector in lattice L.

The basic computational model envisages synchronous processor execution.
A basic computation step executed by each processor is the pass. A pass es-
sentially involves receiving messages, local processing of received messages and
then sending out messages. The messages passed between processors contain
information about the particle. The code executed in a single pass is the same
for any processor in the system. The starting and ending of the passes are syn-
chronized. Each pass takes the same constant amount of time to execute (we
use this to synchronize the execution of the passes and to simulate the particle
motion in approximate real time). A pass can roughly be described with the
following Pseudo code.

� Receive and store all the incoming messages.

� Perform local computations to determine whether the particle should be
represented in the current pass by the processor performing the computa-
tions.

� Perform local computations to �nd the nearest-neighbor processors to
which messages should be sent at the end of the current pass for the
simulation to proceed.

� Send out messages in the appropriate directions.

A processor repeatedly executes the above code (with possible waits for synchro-
nization at the beginning and the end of the above code). The lattice computer
algorithm is speci�ed by the code to be executed in a single pass.

As speci�ed before, a processor P represents all the particles that are present
in the Voronoi cell of P . A data structure is used to implement the concept of
representation. Simplistically, one can assume that any particle present in the
data structure is being represented by the processor. In the algorithms presented
later, we will see variations in this de�nition of representation. We note that
a processor may receive messages about a particle that it does not need to
represent. Messages are used to pass information between processors about the
possible presence of particles; whereas, representation is used to signify actual
presence of particles.
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In this section we will look at the important issues in the simulation of motion
of a particle at constant speed, in the architecture described above. This will
give the background required by the user to understand the algorithms to be
presented in the next few chapters.

Suppose the curve traced by the particle is presented as a function � of time.
We select points from these curves such that

� the �rst point, denoted by �s(0), is �(0), and

� the ith point, denoted by �s(i), is a point on the curve such that the
euclidean distance between �s(i) and �s(i� 1) is equal to a constant s <
MinLgth(L).

The adjacent points in the set of selected points are separated by a constant
distance, s. To simulate the particle at a constant speed, we choose to make
sure that the simulation of motion in the line segment between adjacent points
is done within a constant amount of time. A basic computation step carried out
by any processor is the pass. Therefore, we allocate a constant (say C) number
of consecutive passes to simulate the motion along the line segment between
adjacent points. The motion along the line segment between the �rst point,
�s(0), and the next point, �s(1), is simulated in passes 0; . . . ; C � 1, the motion
along the line segment between the �s(1) and �s(2) is simulated in the passes
C; . . . ; 2 � C � 1, and so on.

The next important issue that arises is the selection of the constant C. We
note that the constant C should be selected in such a way that

� the number of passes selected thus is enough to simulate the motion of
the particle across the entire line segment, and

� C is the least such required number.

The communication of messages can only be between adjacent processors. There-
fore, if a single line segment l of a particle p crosses the Voronoi cells of n pro-
cessors, we have that, information about the particle p must reach all these n
processors within C passes (as after these C passes, we simulate the next line
segment). In the worst case, we can have these n processors form a chain such
that no more than two of the processors are adjacent to each other. Then, a
message about the particle p in the �rst processor in the chain will take n passes
to reach the �nal processor in the chain. Therefore, we require

n � C: (2.1)

[She91] shows that there is a constant, PathLgthDil, such that the line
segment of length s can cross the Voronoi cells of a maximum of PathLgthDil
processors. The value of PathLgthDil depends on the type and the dimension
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of the lattice on which the architecture is based. Therefore, from (2.1), we have
that

PathLgthDil � C: (2.2)

Since we want to select the minimum possible value for C, we assign
PathLgthDil to C; hence, we simulate the motion along each single line seg-
ment within exactly PathLgthDil passes. We simulate the kth line segment of
the particle from passes PathLgthDil � (k � 1) through PathLgthDil � k � 1.

The messages passed between processors contain information about the par-
ticle being simulated. A variable (say, k) is used to maintain the number of
the line segment to be simulated in the current pass. This is obtained by the
integer division of the current pass number by PathLgthDil. When a message
about the particle is received by a processor P , P checks to �nd whether the line
segment, of the particle currently being simulated, intersects the Voronoi cell
of P . If the line segment intersects the Voronoi cell of P , P starts representing
the particle.

There are two cases to be considered at this point. The �rst case is when
processor P contains the right end point of the line segment currently being
simulated. In this case, P needs to send a message to the appropriate processor
only in pass PathLgthDil � k � 1, since we are sure that there is no processor
after P that needs to simulate the line segment k. So, processor P waits till
the pass number reaches PathLgthDil � k� 1 and sends the message about the
particle to the appropriate nearest-neighbor processor.

The second case to be considered is when the processor P does not contain
the right point of the line segment currently being simulated. In this case, P
is in the middle of a chain of processors that have to represent the current
line segment. Therefore, P needs to send a message in the current pass to
its appropriate nearest-neighbor processors. The appropriate nearest-neighbor
processors to which messages have to be sent cannot be obtained accurately.
[She91, CRS91a] present a method by which one can get a set of nearest-neighbor
processors S, from the location of the end points of the current line segment,
such that S is a superset of the set of all processors that should receive the
message. The message about the particle is sent to all the processors in S.
The processors in the set S, to which messages should not have been sent by
processor P , ignore the message after �nding that they do not have the particle
in their Voronoi cell.

The code and associated proofs are presented in detail in [She91, CRS91a].
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Chapter 3

Preliminaries

In this chapter we will present some notation and the intuition behind the de-
velopment of our new algorithms. In the previous chapter, we briey explained
the algorithm to simulate the motion of a single particle from [She91, CRS91a].
The present paper extends this algorithm to simulate the motion of a set of
particles. As in the single particle algorithm, an approximate form of the curve
traced by each particle is used in the simulation. The approximation is obtained
by dividing the curve traced by the particle into line segments of length equal
to a constant s. We require s < MinLgth(L). We denote the maximum number
of nearest-neighbor processors any processor can have by Nnnp. We note that
Nnnp is a constant dependent on the lattice L.

We assume that the total number of particles being simulated is N (> 1).
For all particles p, and any positive integer k, the starting point of the kth line
segment in the approximation to the curve traced by the particle p is �s(p; k�1).
The kth line segment of the approximation to the curve traced by a particle p
is denoted by ls(p; k). Formally, ls(p; k) is the line segment from the point
�s(p; k � 1) to the point �s(p; k) including �s(p; k � 1), but excluding �s(p; k).

In the course of the simulation it is also assumed that the maximum number
of particles that can be present in the Voronoi cell of any processor at any point
of time is a constant Ncrowd. Physically this assumption represents that there
is a limit on how many particles will �t into a bounded region of space, for
example, a Voronoi cell. Furthermore, we cannot guarantee correctness of our
algorithms if the simulation lets more than Nvor particles into a single Voronoi
cell. Physically natural extensions of our algorithms which resolve crowding
problems are left to future work. Importantly, the algorithms developed thus
far should provide a sound and natural basis for these and other extensions. Our
algorithms thus far developed also easily admit extensions which handle particle
collisions in any of various physically natural ways. For this paper, though, it
is convenient to imagine particles which share a common region of space during
some time as merely ectoplasmically passing through one another.
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We require our simulations to satisfy certain reasonable timing constraints.
In Section 3.1, we will look at these conditions and the rationale behind them.
As an aid to exposition, in Sections 3.2, refd-f-ext, and 3.4, we will outline the
development of the algorithms.

3.1 Timing Conditions

De�nition 3.1.1 [She91] Consider any processors P and Q. We de�ne
PathLength(P ,Q) to be the minimum number of immediate connections that
has to be traversed by a message passing from P to Q.

Assuming that processors receive constant size messages at the beginning
of a pass and send the same constant size messages out at the end of a pass,
PathLgth(P;Q) is also numerically equal to the minimum number of passes
such a message sent from P takes to reach Q.

De�nition 3.1.2 Suppose p is a particle in the simulation and k is a positive in-
teger. Head(p,k) is de�ned to be the set of processors P such that Voronoi(P;L)
contains �s(p; k � 1).

De�nition 3.1.3 Suppose p is a particle in the simulation and k is a positive
integer. We de�ne Furthermost(p,k) to be the set of processors, P , such that

1. Voronoi(P;L) \ ls(p; k) 6= ;, and

2. min
h2Head(p;k) PathLength(P; h) = PathLgthDil.

Intuitively, Furthermost(p; k) contains exactly the processors that intersect
ls(p; k) and are located such that they receive a message about the particle
p, PathLgthDil passes after a processor in Head(p; k) has received a message
about p.

As in the the single particle case, there is a constant c such that the interval
of passes [c�(k�1); c�k) is the interval in which we simulate the kth line segment
of every particle. In the lattice computer, during these passes, a processor P
represents the particles present in its Voronoi cell. Consider the kth line segment
of a particle p, ls(p; k). In our simulation,

� if the kth line segment of the curve traced by the particle p intersects the
Voronoi cell of the processor P , and

� P =2 Furthermost(p; k),

we ensure that P represents the kth line segment of particle p during some
nonempty subinterval of consecutive passes in the interval of passes [c�(k�1); c�
k). In fact, P will represent ls(p; k) exactly during every pass in the interval of
passes [pcstart; pcend], where pcstart and pcend are pass numbers dependent on
p, P and k and satisfy all the following �ve conditions. These conditions will
ensure that our simulation of uniform motion runs approximately in real time.
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1. [c � (k � 1); c � k) \ [pcstart; pcend] 6= ;:

2. 0 � pcstart � c � (k � 1) � �, where � is a constant independent of p, P
and k. For the FE algorithm, � = PathLgthDil and for the SE algorithm,
� = PathLgthDil+1. This means that p is not represented by P before p
reaches the Voronoi cell of the processor and that P starts representing p
within some constant number of passes after p actually enters the Voronoi
cell of P . Ideally we would want � to be zero, i.e., we would want P to
start representing p as soon as p enters the Voronoi cell of P .

3. c � k � 1 � pcend. This means that P does not stop representing the
particle p until p has moved onto ls(p; k + 1).

4. if the starting point of the line segment k + 1 does not lie in the Voronoi
cell of P , then pcend � (c � k � 1) < �, where � is a positive constant
independent of P , p and k. For the FE algorithm, � = 1 and for the
SE algorithm, � = 2. This means that P stops representing p within a
constant number of passes after the p has left the Voronoi cell of P .

5. if the Voronoi cell of processors P1 and P2 intersects the kth1 and kth2 line
segments of the particle p, respectively, and the processors start simulating
p from passes pcstart1 and pcstart2, respectively, we have that the following
condition is satis�ed.

(pc1 < pc2) =) (pcstart1 < pcstart2):

This condition means that processors start representing p in the temporal
sequence in which it entered the Voronoi cell of the processors.

We would like the Conditions 1 through 5 to be true for all processors P
such that the Voronoi cell of processor P intersects the kth line segment of a
particle p. In the interest of minimizing the execution time of a pass as much as
possible, we do not enforce Conditions 1 through 5, in the case when the Voronoi
cell of processor P intersects ls(p; k) but P 2 Furthermost(p; k). We note that
the Voronoi cell of every such processor P 2 Furthermost(p; k) contains the left
end point of ls(p; k + 1) and thus simulates in pass c � k, an initial portion of
ls(p; k+1). So, there is no measurable loss of continuity in the simulated motion
of the particle.

3.2 Elimination of Computations

In the algorithms to be presented, each message passed between processors con-
tains information about only one of the particle. We say it is about that particle
p. A processor can send messages to any of its nearest neighbor processors and
to itself. A message sent by a processor to itself is called a self-message. We use
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~0 to represent the direction in which self-messages are sent. When a processor
P sends a self-message in pass k, P receives that message in pass k + 1.

In the single particle algorithm discussed in the previous chapter, we said
that each pass proceeds as follows

1. receive messages,

2. �nd whether the particle is to be represented,

3. if the particle is to be represented, compute the appropriate nearest-
neighbors to which messages about the particle needs to be sent, and

4. send messages to these nearest-neighbor processors.

We observed that in Step 3 of the above process, only an approximation (a
superset of the actual set of processors to which messages need to be sent)
to the set of nearest-neighbor processors to which messages need to be sent is
computed. Any processor P , in the set of processors to which the messages need
not be sent, ignores the message in the next pass after �nding that the message
is not about a particle P needs to represent.

This suggests that we might eliminate the computation of Step 3 completely
and send the messages to all the nearest-neighbor processors. Any processor that
does not need to receive the message, ignores the message as in the single particle
algorithm. We remind the reader that though more work needs to be done, the
overall time to do the computations does not increase as the computations
are distributed on di�erent processors. This idea will be carried over to the
algorithms to be presented in this paper.

3.3 Developing the First Extension

The �rst and the most naive idea that comes up when trying to extend the
single particle algorithm to multi-particles is to run the version of single particle
algorithm on all the messages received, in every pass. It may be necessary for
a single processor to receive N messages in a single pass. Therefore, we will
have to e�ectively run the single particle algorithm on each of the N messages
received in this naive algorithm (as we want the passes to be synchronized).
This method works, but is awfully slow.

We note that physically it is typically impossible for more than a certain
number of particles to be present in a bounded region (for our purposes, say
the Voronoi cell of a processor). Therefore, it is unlikely in simulations of such
physical events that a processor receives messages about every particle being
simulated, in a single pass. We recall that there can be a maximum of Ncrowd
particles that can be present in the Voronoi cell of a processor at any point of
time. Let Nvor = min(N;Ncrowd). Therefore, at the end of any pass pc, each
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processor sends messages about at mostNvor particles to all its nearest-neighbor
processors.

Consider a processor P in pass pc+ 1. P can receive messages from

� all Nnnp nearest-neighbor processors of P , and

� itself.

Therefore, the maximum number of messages the processor P can receive in
pass pc+ 1 is min(N;Nvor � (Nnnp + 1)). Therefore, in a single pass in the FE
algorithm we need to execute a single pass in the single particle algorithm, at
least
min(N;Nvor � (Nnnp + 1)) times.

Any processor P executing the FE algorithm selects a maximum of
min(N;Nvor � (Nnnp +1)) distinct messages from the set of incoming messages
in the beginning of any pass. Then, P checks each of the distinct messages to
see if its associated particle is present in the Voronoi cell of P . Messages about
the particles which are actually present are sent out by P , at the end of the
pass, to all its nearest-neighbor processors and to itself. The FE algorithm in
pseudo code and the proofs for the correctness of the algorithm are presented
in detail in Chapter 4.

3.4 Developing the Second Extension

Having established that one cannot expect to perform better using the above
model (in which every processor checks for representation of every message re-
ceived), we tried a di�erent approach, where we attempt to reduce the execution
time of the simulation by checking only a subset of messages (to be speci�c, we
just check a maximum of the ceiling of half the number of total particles, N)
received in a single pass, for representation.

The �rst observation we make is that when dN=2e > Nvor � (Nnnp+1), this
approach could require us to check a maximum number of messages greater than
Nvor � (Nnnp + 1), for representation in each pass. The FE algorithm, which
checks a maximum of Nvor � (Nnnp +1) messages, then performs better in this
situation. When N = 2 �Nvor � (Nnnp + 1), the number of messages that are
checked for representation is the same for both the algorithms. Therefore, the SE
algorithm developed from this approach, is an alternative to the FE algorithm
and is to be applied only when dN=2e < Nvor � (Nnnp + 1). When dN=2e <
Nvor � (Nnnp + 1), the number of messages that are checked for representation
by the FE algorithm is min(N;Nvor � (Nnnp +1)) and the number of messages
that are checked for representation by the SE algorithm is dN=2e. In this case,

dN=2e < min(N;Nvor � (Nnnp + 1));

and therefore, the SE algorithm checks for fewer messages than the FE algo-
rithm.
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Following the idea of checking only a proper subset of the received messages
for representation, we encounter several di�erent issues. The development of
the SE algorithm essentially involved noting some of the issues and resolving
some others in a reasonable way. We will look at the di�erent issues in the next
section.

3.4.1 Issues

The main issues that were encountered in the development of the SE algorithm
are presented in this section.

� Selection of the subset. The most important issue that came up was
the criteria to be used for the selection of the subset of messages, from the
set of distinct received messages, to be checked for representation. The
selection of the subset of messages should be fair, i.e., there should be
a constant n > 0, such that no message about a particle p is ignored1

for more than n consecutive passes. We incur some inaccuracy when we
choose to ignore a subset of messages. This inaccuracy manifests itself in
two forms. In the �rst form we have consecutive passes during which a
particle p that may not be present in the Voronoi cell of a processor P
is nonetheless represented by P . The second form manifests in terms of
consecutive passes in which a particle that may be present in the Voronoi
cell of P is not represented by P .

If a message about a particle p is ignored in pass pc by a processor P , all
the processors receiving a message about particle p in pass pc ignore the
message. We divide the particles into two roughly equal size partitions
S0 and S1 (the exact division is speci�ed in Chapter 5). Messages about
particles in the set S0 are ignored in any odd pass and messages about
particles in the set S1 are ignored in any even pass.

� Processing ignored messages. Since we ignore messages about parti-
cles in partitions S0 and S1 in the odd and even passes respectively, we
can be sure that any message about a particle is not ignored for more than
one pass. We note that a message that is ignored in a pass by a processor
P might be about a particle p that is actually present in the Voronoi cell
of the processor. Then, at the end of that pass, a message about p might
need to be sent to its nearest-neighbor processors. In this case P sends a
message about all the particles that were not checked for representation
to all its nearest-neighbor processors and to itself.

� Making a correction. The basic correctness of the SE algorithm lies
in the fact that any processor P whose Voronoi cell intersects the kth

line segment of a particle p must represent the particle p and vice-versa.

1not checked for representation.
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Since we do not check all the particles about which messages were received
for representation, it is possible that a processor P (whose Voronoi cell
intersects the kth line segment of the particle p) receives a message about
particle p and ignores the message. Therefore, it is possible that the
processor P never represents the particle. To avoid this possibility, we
increase by one, the number of passes during which a line segment is
simulated.

In this case, all the processors whose Voronoi cells intersect the line seg-
ment of a particle p receive a message about p at least one pass before
they start simulating the particle p in its next line segment. Since mes-
sages about particles are checked for representation at least once in any
two consecutive passes, any such processor receiving a message about par-
ticle p represents the particle p for at least one pass.

This summarizes the development of the SE algorithm. The details of the code
and the associated proofs are presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4

The FE algorithm

In this chapter, we will present the FE algorithm and the analysis for proving its
correctness. First, we will present the de�nitions of some variables and constants
that will be made use of in the FE algorithm.

4.1 De�nitions

Let us de�ne the following variables and constants before proceeding to look at
the FE algorithm in Section 4.2.

� k is a variable whose value is the index of the line segment of the particles
currently being simulated by any processor. The �rst line segment has an
index of zero.

� SimClock is the variable which contains the current clock time of the sys-
tem. The system clock is the �nest resolution, discrete level clock available
with the system. This variable is assumed to be updated automatically
by the system.

� CompLen is an algorithm dependent constant used in synchronizing the
passes. The value of CompLen is equal to the maximum time (as measured
by the system clock) any processor might take to execute a pass as speci�ed
by the FE algorithm.

� p is a variable ranging over the particles in the simulation.

� Info(p) contains all the relevant information about particle p, that a pro-
cessor executing the FE algorithm needs. Info(p) may be updated by the
processors in the course of a simulation. Given a particle p, there is an
unique Info(p) associated with the particle.
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� passcount is a variable whose value is the number of passes executed by any
processor. The variable has a value of 0 at the beginning of the simulation.

� Repr is a data structure local to each processor that stores the information
about particles. This data structure is used in de�ning the concept of
the processor representing a particle. Repr can be accessed only by the
following operations:

{ AddToRepr(p) : Modify the data structure to add particle p, starting
from the current pass.

{ DeleteElements(passcount) : Modify the data structure to delete all
elements that were present in the data structure in the previous pass,
but were found not to be present in the Voronoi cell of the processor
in the current pass.

{ IsRepresenting(p) : Returns `true' if the particle p has been added
to Repr using the AddToRepr(p) operation and has not been deleted
since then by a DeleteElements(passcount) operation.

� Mmax is the constant which bounds the number of particles whose mes-
sages are processed by any processor in a single pass. We will show that
Mmax can be assigned any value greater than or equal to min(N;Nvor �
(Nnnp + 1)).

� nrecvd is a variable whose value is the number of particles about which
messages were received by any processor in the current pass.

� storage is a data structure representing a set. The components of the set
are Info(p). The data structure is used to store information from messages
received in the current pass. The data structure can store a maximum of
Mmax components.

� outbu�er(D) is the bu�er for storing outgoing messages along direction
D. The messages essentially consist of Info(p). A maximum of Mmax

messages can be held in this output bu�er.

4.2 Pseudo Code

The FE algorithm is started up by an external agent sending messages about
each particle p to all the processors P whose Voronoi cell contains �s(p; 0).

1. Let pd = f p j p is a particle such that a message about particle p was
received in the current passg;

2. For each particle p in the set pd do

(a) Add Info(p) to storage and increment nrecvd.
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3. For each particle p such that Info(p) is in storage do

(a) If [�s(p; k); �s(p; k + 1)) \ Voronoi(P;L) = ;,

i. Delete Info(p) from storage.

ii. Decrement nrecvd.

4. For all particles p such that Info(p) is in storage do

(a) AddToRepr(p).

(b) Delete Info(p) from storage.

(c) Decrement nrecvd.

(d) For each direction D in D [ f~0g, add Info(p) to outbu�er(D).

5. Increment passcount.

6. Assign (passcount DIV PathLgthDil) to k.

7. DeleteElements(passcount).

8. Idle till SimClock has the value (CompLen � passcount)� 1.

9. Simultaneously send all messages in outbu�er.

4.3 Analysis

The correctness of the FE algorithm is proved in this section. Before going into
the details of the correctness of the algorithm regarding timing and functionality,
we will show that the above code always halts (in each pass).

We can see that the only place where the code might go into an in�nite loop
is in the for-loops. Since all these for-loops execute for a maximum of Mmax

times, we have a constant bounding the number of times the for-loops execute.
Therefore, there is a bound on the maximum amount of time a pass might take
to complete (which is CompLen). Therefore, the code always halts within �nite
time in each pass.

De�nition 4.3.1 The messages corresponding to the particles that fail the test
in Step 3 are referred to as false-messages.

De�nition 4.3.2 There is an overow of messages in pass pc + 1 i� some
processor P receives more than Mmax messages in pass pc.

The correctness of the FE algorithm is proved in two steps. First we prove
that a value of min(N;Nvor�(Nnnp+1)) assigned toMmax makes sure that the
number of messages received by any processor in any pass never exceeds Mmax,
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and, therefore, for this value of Mmax, messages from one pass of the processors
do not spill over to the next pass.

Finally, we want to prove that the FE algorithm does simulate the particles
approximately linear in real time. A processor P is said to represent a particle
p in a pass interval [a; b] i� the IsRepresenting(p) operation returns the value
`true' in processor P at the end of every pass in the pass interval [a; b].

4.3.1 Proof of Non-Overow of Messages

We will prove that when Mmax is assigned the value min(N;Nvor � (Nnnp+1)),
there is no overow of messages.

Theorem 4.3.1 If Mmax is assigned the value of min(N;Nvor � (Nnnp + 1)),
every processor executing the code in Section 4.2 receives less than or equal to
min(N;Nvor � (Nnnp + 1)) messages in any pass.

Proof: Suppose Mmax is assigned the value min(N;Nvor � (Nnnp+1)). We
will use induction over passes to prove the theorem.

Base case: The FE algorithm initializes the processors with messages about
the particles present in the Voronoi cell of the processors in pass 0. As we
assume that there cannot be more than Nvor particles in the Voronoi cell of
any processor at any point of time, we have that no processor receives more
than Nvor (< Mmax) messages in pass 0. Therefore no processor receives more
than Mmax messages in pass 0.

Inductive step: Suppose no processor received more than Mmax messages in
pass pc� 1. There are two cases that will be considered in the simulation.

� Case 1 : N � Nvor � (Nnnp + 1): We have Mmax = Nvor � (Nnnp +
1). Consider any processor P in pass pc� 1. By the inductive hypothesis,
we have that processor P received no more than Mmax messages in pass
pc�1. Consider the maximum number of messages that could be sent out
by the processor P in pass pc� 1 in any direction D.

Processor P eliminates all the false-messages in the set of incoming mes-
sages and determines the particles that are actually to be simulated. Mes-
sages are sent out about the remaining particles in the end of the current
pass to all the nearest-neighbor processors and to itself. We assumed that
a maximum of Nvor particles can be present in the Voronoi cell of any
processor at any point of time. Therefore we have that processor P can
send a maximum of Nvor messages to any nearest-neighbor processor at
the end of pass pc� 1.

In pass pc, a processor P can receive only the self-messages sent out by
processor P in pass pc � 1 and the messages sent out by the nearest-
neighbor processors of P in pass pc � 1. Thus the maximum of total
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number of messages that processor P can receive in pass pc is equal to
Nvor � (Nnnp + 1). This value is equal to Mmax and therefore the total
number of messages received by any processor in pass pc is less than or
equal to Mmax.

� Case 2 : N < Nvor � (Nnnp + 1): We have Mmax = N . It is clear
that the maximum number of messages received by any processor in any
pass can never exceed the total number of particles present in the system.
This proves that the maximum number of messages received by any pro-
cessor in any pass is less than or equal to Mmax (= N).

4.3.2 Timing Constraints

From De�nition 3.1.1, we have

� PathLength(P ,P ) = 0, and

� (PathLength(P 0,P ) = d + 1) =) 9Q such that PathLength(P 0,Q) = d
and P is a nearest-neighbor of Q.

If there exists a particle p and a k such that ls(p; k) intersects both
Voronoi(P;L)
and Voronoi(Q;L), by de�nition, PathLength(P ,Q) � PathLgthDil.
We want to simulate the motion of the particles, along the respective curves,

at constant speed. [She91] shows that a single line segment in the approximation
of the curve traced by the particle can cross a maximum of PathLgthDil Voronoi
cells.

We note that, while the maximum number of Voronoi cells that can be
crossed a line segment, ls(p; k), is a constant, the number of Voronoi cells crossed
by a line segment ls(p; k) is not a constant. We delay the number of passes
needed to simulate any single line segment by the maximum number to ensure
that the simulation proceeds at constant speed. Therefore, we simulate the kth

line segment of the curve traced by a particle in the pass interval

[PathLgthDil � (k � 1); PathLgthDil � k): (4.1)

Part of proving the correctness of the FE algorithm involves proving that a
processor receives a message about a particle p when it is to start representing
particle p. Consider ls(p; k) for some particle p and some index k. The following
two theorems prove that any processor P such that P =2 Furthermost(p; k) and
Voronoi(P;L)\ls(p; k) 6= ; receives a message in the pass interval given by (4.1).

These theorems will be used in proving that the FE algorithm satis�es all
the conditions listed in Section 3.1 with c = PathLgthDil.

Theorem 4.3.2 Consider a processor P such that for a particle p and some k,
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1. Voronoi(P;L) \ ls(p; k) 6= ;,

2. P =2 Head(p; k), and

3. P =2 Furthermost(p; k).

If all the processors in Head(p; k) receive a message about the particle p in
pass PathLgthDil � (k � 1), then this processor P receives a message about the
particle p in some pass in the pass interval

(PathLgthDil � (k � 1); PathLgthDil � k):

Proof: Let d = min
h2Head(p;k)(PathLength(h; P )). Let PathLength(H;P ) =

d, and H 2 Head(p; k). The Voronoi cell of both processors P and H intersect
ls(p; k). Also, as P =2 Furthermost(p; k), d 6= PathLgthDil. Therefore,

0 < d < PathLgthDil: (4.2)

Consider the pass pc = PathLgthDil � (k � 1) + d. We will show later in the
proof that processor P receives a message about particle p in pass pc.

Adding PathLgthDil � (k � 1) to each term in (4.2) says

PathLgthDil � (k � 1) < pc < PathLgthDil � k;

which proves that processor P receives a message in some pass in the pass
interval (PathLgthDil*(k-1), PathLgthDil*k).

All that remains to prove is that the processor P receives a message about
the particle p in pass pc = PathLgthDil � (k � 1) + d. We will prove this by
induction.

Base case: d = 0. This says that the processor P we are considering
belongs to Head(p; k). The above statement is vacuously true any processor
2 Head(p; k).

Inductive step: Let the above statement be true for all d such that

0 � d < m < PathLgthDil:

We will prove that any processor P , such that

ls(p; k) \ Voronoi(P;L) 6= ; and

min
h2Head(p;k)

(PathLength(h; P )) = m;

receives a message about particle p in pass PathLgthDil � k +m.
Let H 2 Head(p; k) and PathLength(H;P ) = m.
(PathLength(H;P ) = m) =) (9Q whose PathLength(H;Q) = m� 1 and Q

is a nearest-neighbor of P and ls(p; k) intersects Voronoi(Q;L)).
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By the inductive assumption, we have that the processor Q receives a mes-
sage in pass m� 1+PathLgthDil � (k� 1) about the particle p. The processor
Q checks to see if ls(p; k) intersects Voronoi(Q;L) and �nds that it does. At
the end of the pass, processor Q sends a message about the particle p to all the
nearest-neighbor processors of Q. Processor P , being a nearest-neighbor of Q,
receives a message about the particle p in the next pass, m.

Theorem 4.3.3 Consider any processor P , some particle p and some k such
that

1. Voronoi(P;L) \ ls(p; k) 6= ;.

2. P 2 Head(p; k):

All such processors P receives a message about the particle p in pass

PathLgthDil � (k � 1):

Proof: We will use induction on k to prove this theorem.
Base case: k=1. The FE algorithm is initialized by an external agent

sending messages to all the processors whose Voronoi cells contain the starting
point of ls(p; 1). Therefore, all such processors receive a message about the
particle p in pass 0 (= PathLgthDil � (k � 1)).

Inductive step: Let us assume that the given is true for all k such that
1 � k < m. We will prove the given statement for k = m.

Consider any processor P such that P 2 Head(p;m). Consider the processor
Q0 such that

� Voronoi(Q0;L) \ ls(p;m� 1) 6= ;, and

� MinMgsTim(Q0; P ) = 1.

There are two cases to be considered.

� Case 1: Q0 2 Head(p;m� 1). By the inductive assumption we have that
Q0 receives a message about particle p in the pass pc = PathLgthDil �
(m� 2). Therefore we have

PathLgthDil � (m� 2) � pc < PathLgthDil � (m� 1): (4.3)

� Case 2: Q0 =2 Head(p;m � 1). From Theorem 4.3.2, we know that Q0

receives a message about particle p in some pass pc such that

PathLgthDil � (m� 2) < pc < PathLgthDil � (m� 1): (4.4)
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From (4.3) and 4.4), we have that the processor Q0 receives a message about
the particle p in some pass pc such that

PathLgthDil � (m� 2) � pc < PathLgthDil � (m� 1):

The processor Q0 executes the code in Section 4.2 and sends messages to
itself and to its nearest neighbor processors till the pass number (being executed)
reaches PathLgthDil�(m�1)�1. This shows that processorQ0 sends a message
about particle p to all its nearest-neighbor processors in pass PathLgthDil �
(m � 1) � 1. P , being a nearest-neighbor processor of Q0, receives a message
about particle p in the next pass, PathLgthDil � (m � 1), which is what is to
be proved.

.

Proof of Timing Constraints

The following two theorems prove that the FE algorithm satis�es the timing
conditions given in Section 3.1 with c = PathLgthDil. Hence, the FE algorithm
satis�es the timing requirements for the simulation. The rationale for these
conditions have been presented in Section 3.1.

Theorem 4.3.4 Consider a processor P , a particle p and some k such that

� Voronoi(P;L) \ ls(p; k) 6= ;, and

� P =2 Furthermost(p; k):

Let [pcstart; pcend] be the maximal pass interval in which processor P represents
p in line segment ls(p; k). Then

[PathLgthDil � (k � 1); PathLgthDil � k) \ [pcstart; pcend] 6= ;; (4.5)

9� (an integer > 0) such that 0 � pcstart � PathLgthDil � (k � 1) � �; (4.6)

pcend � PathLgthDil � k � 1 and (4.7)

if ls(p; k + 1) \Voronoi(P;L) 6= ;;

9� > 0 such that pcend � (PathLgthDil � k � 1) < �: (4.8)

Furthermore, we may choose � = PathLgthDil and � = 1 in (4.6) and (4.8)
respectively.

Proof: In this theorem we will prove stronger versions of (4.6) and (4.8). Specif-
ically, we will show later in the proof the following two inequalities (which au-
tomatically prove (4.6), with � = PathLgthDil and (4.8), with � = 1).

0 � pcstart � PathLgthDil � k � PathLgthDil and (4.9)

if ls(p; k + 1) \ Voronoi(P;L) 6= ;;

pcend � (PathLgthDil � k � 1) < 1: (4.10)
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From Theorem 4.3.2 and Theorem 4.3.3, we know that processor P receives a
message about particle p in some pass pc such that

PathLgthDil � (k � 1) � pc < PathLgthDil � k: (4.11)

The processor P checks to �nd that the particle needs to be represented and
represents the particle at least from pass pc.

Therefore, we have

pcstart � pc: (4.12)

We know that a processor cannot represent a particle p in line segment k,
before the pass PathLgthDil � (k � 1). Therefore, we have,

PathLgthDil � (k � 1) � pcstart: (4.13)

From (4.13) and (4.11), we have that

[PathLgthDil � (k � 1); PathLgthDil � k) \ [pcstart; pcend] 6= ;:

Thus (4.5) is proved. From (4.11), we know that pcstart < PathLgthDil� k.
Therefore,

pcstart � PathLgthDil � (k � 1) < PathLgthDil:

Thus, (4.9) is proved.
Once the processor P receives a message about particle p, the processor

sends self-messages about particle p till ls(p; k), the current line segment be-
ing simulated no longer intersects Voronoi(P;L). Let ls(p; k1) be the �rst line
segment that does not intersect Voronoi(P;L). Clearly

k1 > k (4.14)

� k + 1: (4.15)

In pass PathLgthDil � (k1 � 1), the processor �nds that it does not represent
the particle p any more and hence stops representing the particle p at the end
of the pass. Therefore, we have that

pcend = PathLgthDil � (k1 � 1)� 1: (4.16)

From (4.15) and(4.16), we can deduce that

pcend = PathLgthDil � (k1 � 1)� 1

� PathLgthDil � k � 1;

thus proving (4.7).
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We have de�ned k1 to be the number of the �rst line segment that does not
intersect Voronoi(P;L). Suppose ls(p; k+1)\Voronoi(P;L) 6= ;. Then we have
that k1 = k + 1. From (4.16), we have that

pcend � (PathLgthDil � k � 1)

= (PathLgthDil � (k1 � 1)� 1)� (PathLgthDil � k � 1)

= PathLgthDil � (k + 1� 1)� PathLgthDil � k

= 0 < 1:

Thus (4.10) is proved.

Theorem 4.3.5 Consider a particle p, processors P1 and P2, such that for
some k1 and k2,

� Voronoi(P1;L) \ ls(p; k1) 6= ;,

� Voronoi(P2;L) \ ls(p; k2) 6= ;,

� P1 =2 Furthermost(p; k1), and

� P2 =2 Furthermost(p; k2).

Let [pcstart1; pcend1] and [pcstart2; pcend2] be the pass intervals in which proces-
sors P1 and P2 represent p in line segments ls(p; k1) and ls(p; k2), respectively.

Then, we have that

(k1 < k2) =) (pcstart1 < pcstart2): (4.17)

Proof: From Theorem 4.3.2 and Theorem 4.3.3, we know that processor P1

receives a message about particle p in some pass in the pass interval

[PathLgthDil � (k1 � 1); PathLgthDil � k1):

If the processor P1 receives a message anytime before this (about particle p), the
message is ignored as the processor checks and �nds that it is not representing
the particle.

Similarly, the processor P2 starts simulating the particle in some pass in the
pass interval

[PathLgthDil � (k2 � 1); PathLgthDil � k2):

We have that

pcstart2 � PathLgthDil � (k2 � 1)and (4.18)

pcstart1 < PathLgthDil � k1: (4.19)
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Suppose k1 < k2. We have from (4.18) that

pcstart2 � PathLgthDil � (k2 � 1) (4.20)

> PathLgthDil � (k1 � 1) (4.21)

� PathLgthDil � k1: (4.22)

From (4.19) and (4.22), we have that

pcstart1 < pcstart2;

which is what is to be proved.

4.3.3 Optimal Value of Mmax.

In this section, we will show that, for the algorithm given in Section 4.2 to
execute without any overow of messages,Mmax should be assigned at least the
value of min(N;Nvor�(Nnnp+1)). We will do that by giving an example where
overow of messages occurs with Mmax < min(N;Nvor � (Nnnp + 1)).

We will look at an example in an architecture based on the A2 lattice. The
example is shown in Figure 4.1.

P

Figure 4.1: Example based on A2.

Consider a processor P and the set, Snn, of its nearest neighbor processors.
We know that the cardinality of Snn = Nnnp = 6.
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For our example, initially, each of the processors in the set Snn [ fPg sim-
ulates Nvor particles. For each processor Q in Snn, all of the Nvor particles
simulated by Q are at a single point in our example (indicated in Figure 4.1 by
plain circles). In the next pass,

� the particles in processor P stay in P , and

� the particles in each Q in Snn move to the processor adjacent to Q in the
direction of the arrow indicated in Figure 4.1.

Now we can see that in the next pass, processor P receives Nvor messages
from each of its neighboring processors. The total number of messages received
by processor P in the next pass is equal to min(N;Nvor�(Nnnp+1)). The max-
imum message storage capacity for processor P is just Mmax (< min(N;Nvor �
(Nnnp + 1))). Therefore, overow of messages occurs.
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Chapter 5

The Next Extension

In this chapter we will present another algorithm, the SE Algorithm, which also
simulates the motion of a set of particles along their respective curves. This
algorithm can be executed correctly on a lattice computer only for simulations
in which

dN=2e < Nvor � (Nnnp + 1): (5.1)

Then, under certain reasonable assumptions (see (5.25) and (5.28)), the time
taken by the SE algorithm to simulate a line segment of length s is less than
the time taken by the FE algorithm to simulate the same line segment. The
SE algorithm performs better using a tradeo� between executing faster and
simulating the motion of particles accurately. The inaccuracy is that a processor
executing the SE algorithm may simulate the motion of a particle which is not
present in its Voronoi cell and may not simulate the motion of a particle which
is present in its Voronoi cell. In Section 5.4.3 this inaccuracy is nicely limited.
In this Chapter, we will present and analyze the code to be executed when (5.1)
is satis�ed.

The assumptions made regarding �s and Ncrowd in beginning of Chapter 3
also apply to this algorithm. We will prove the timing conditions given in
Section 3.1 for this algorithm. The processors in the SE algorithm use what
we call the S-U tagged messages, to exchange information about the particles
that are being simulated. S stands for sure and U stands for unsure. Further
explanation follows.

5.1 S-U Tagged Messages

We assume that the particles that are simulated by this algorithm are parti-
tioned into two sets S0 and S1, such that

� jS0j = jS1j = N=2, if N is even, and
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� jS0j = jS1j + 1 and jS0j = dN=2e, if N is odd.

using some method. We do not assume any speci�c partition of the particles.
The SE algorithm will execute correctly irrespective of which set the individual
particles belong to. This partition can even be assigned at execution time, but
once assigned it cannot be changed during the simulation.

The messages passed between processors contain a tag associated with them
in addition to containing information about a particle. A tag can be any value
from the set fS;Ug.

Consider a processor P that receives a message about a particle p with the
tag value S in pass k. This means that, in pass k�1, the particle p was actually
present in the Voronoi cell of the processor which sent the message about particle
p.

Consider a processor P that receives a message about a particle p with the
tag value U in pass k. This means that, in pass k � 1, the particle p may not
have been present in the Voronoi cell of the processor which sent the message
about particle p.

5.2 The Basic Idea for the SE Algorithm

We will refer to the test done in Step 3 by a processor P in the FE algorithm
as the line segment test. This test is applied to determine if a line segment to
be simulated in the current pass intersects the Voronoi cell of the processor P .

De�nition 5.2.1 A processor P is said to fully process a message about a
particle p in pass k, i�

� P receives a message about the particle p at the beginning of pass k, and

� P performs the line segment test on particle p in pass k.

In FE algorithm, each processor P fully processes all messages received in the
beginning of the pass. In the SE algorithm, each processor P fully processes
only a subset of messages to see if they are about particles to be represented,
thus saving the time to test the remaining messages. P blindly sends these
(untested) messages to all the neighboring processors and to itself, but after
marking them with the tag U . Therefore, any processor receiving a message
with the tag U knows that the message corresponding to this particle was not
fully processed in the previous pass and thus should be fully processed in the
current pass. All messages about particles that pass the line segment check are
given the tag S when these are sent out at the end of the pass.

More computations need to be done to ensure that in checking only a subset
of messages, we do not lose information about the remaining particles. We need
to make sure that no message is going to be ignored forever. In fact, in this
algorithm we make sure that, if a message is not fully processed in the current
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pass, it will be fully processed in the very next pass. It is for this reason that
we use the partitioning of the set of particles into two sets S0 and S1. We make
sure that in the even passes, any message that is not fully processed is about
a particle in the set S1 and that in the odd passes, any message that is not
fully processed is about a particle in the set S0. This will ensure that a message
about any particle is fully processed at least once in every two passes. This
method will bring down the value of the maximum number of messages that
need to be fully processed in a single pass (compared to the FE algorithm). It
is enough if only messages about particles in set S0 are fully processed in even
passes and only messages about particles in set S1 are fully processed in odd
passes. This is exactly how the SE algorithm executes in each processor.

The salient points we have made so far are

� A message about a particle was not fully processed in the previous pass if
the tag associated with the message is U . The message was fully processed
in the previous pass if the tag associated with the message is S.

� We want to make sure that a message about a particle is fully processed at
least once in any two consecutive passes, in other words a message about
a particle cannot have the tag U in any two consecutive passes.

� We reduce the maximum number of messages a processor needs to check
for representation in a single pass, by fully processing a subset of messages
about particles depending on whether the pass is even or odd.

� We fully process messages about particles in the sequence S0 in the even
pass, and fully process messages about particles in the sequence S1 in the
odd pass.

Now, we will proceed to take a look at the SE algorithm in pseudo-code.

5.3 The SE Algorithm

5.3.1 De�nitions

Let us de�ne the following variables and constants before proceeding to look at
this algorithm in pseudo-code in Section 5.3.2.

� TimeDil is a constant whose value is equal to PathLgthDil+1. This is the
number of passes for which the simulation of a single line segment of the
curve is done. We increase the number of consecutive passes within which
a single line segment is simulated over the FE algorithm. This increase is
to make sure that every processor whose Voronoi cell intersects the line
segment, of a particle p, simulates the particle p for at least one pass.
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� k is a variable whose value is the index of the line segment of the particles
currently being simulated by any processor. The �rst line segment has an
index of zero.

� SimClock is the variable which contains the current clock time of the sys-
tem. The system clock is the �nest resolution, discrete level clock available
with the system. This variable is assumed to be updated automatically
by the system.

� CompLen is an algorithm dependent constant used in synchronizing the
passes. The value of CompLen is equal to the maximum time (as measured
by the system clock) any processor might take to execute a pass as speci�ed
by the SE algorithm.

� p is a variable ranging over the particles in the simulation.

� Tag(p) contains the tag associated with the message about the particle p,
received in the current pass. If two messages with di�erent tags about the
particle p were to be received in the current pass, the value of Tag(p) would
be S. However, it is easy to see from the pseudo code in Section 5.3.2 that
this situation never occurs.

� Info(p) contains all the relevant information about particle p, that a pro-
cessor executing the SE algorithm needs. Info(p) may be updated by the
processors in the course of a simulation. Given a particle p, there is an
unique Info(p) associated with the particle.

� passcount is a variable whose value is the number of passes executed by any
processor. The variable has a value of 0 at the beginning of the simulation.

� Repr is a data structure local to each processor that contains information
about the particles. This data structure is used to implement the concept
of the processor representing a particle. Repr can be accessed only by the
following operations:

{ AddToRepr(p; t) : Modify the data structure to add a particle p with
the tag t, starting from the current pass.

{ DeleteElements(passcount) : Modify the data structure to delete all
elements that were present in the data structure in the previous pass,
but were found not to be present in the Voronoi cell of the processor
in the current pass.

{ IsRepresenting(p) : Returns `true' if the particle p has been added to
Repr using the AddToRepr(p; S) operation and has not been deleted
since then by a DeleteElements(passcount) operation.
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� Mmax is the constant which bounds the number of particles about which
messages are received by a processor in any pass. We will show thatMmax

can be assigned any value greater than or equal to N .

� nrecvd is a variable whose value is the number of particles about which
messages were received by any processor in the current pass.

� storage is a data structure representing a set. The components of the set
are Info(p) and an associated tag. A maximum of Mmax messages can be
held in this output bu�er.

� outbu�er(D) is the bu�er for storing outgoing messages along direction
D. The messages essentially consists of Info(p) and an associated tag. A
maximum of Mmax messages can be held in this output bu�er.

� S0 and S1 are partitions of the set of particles such that

{ if N is even, jS0j = jS1j, and

{ if N is odd, jS0j = jS1j+ 1.

� Ignore-set is a variable whose value can either be S0 or S1 depending on
whether the current pass is odd or even, respectively.

5.3.2 Pseudo Code

The SE algorithm is started up by an external agent sending messages with the
tag S, about each particle p to all the processors P whose Voronoi cell contains
�s(p; 0).

1. Let pd = f p j p is a particle such that a message about the particle p was
received in the current passg;

2. Assign zero to nrecvd.

3. For each particle p in set pd do

(a) Add Info(p) and Tag(p) to storage and increment nrecvd.

4. If passcount is even, assign S1 to Ignore-set.

5. If passcount is odd, assign S0 to Ignore-set.

6. For each particle p such that Info(p) is in storage and p is in Ignore-set do

(a) AddToRepr(p,Tag(p)).

(b) Delete Info(p) and Tag(p) from storage.

(c) Decrement nrecvd.
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(d) For each direction inD inD[f~0g, add Info(p) and tag U to outbu�er(D).

7. For each particle p such that Info(p) is in storage do

(a) If [�s(p; k); �s(p; k + 1)) \ Voronoi(P;L) = ;,

i. Delete Info(p) and Tag(p) from storage.

ii. Decrement nrecvd.

8. For all particles p such that Info(p) is in storage do

(a) AddToRepr(p,S).

(b) Delete Info(p) and Tag(p) from storage.

(c) Decrement nrecvd.

(d) For each directionD inD [ f~0g, add Info(p) and tag S to outbu�er(D).

9. Increment passcount.

10. Assign (passcount DIV T imeDil) to k.

11. DeleteElements(passcount).

12. Idle till SimClock has the value (CompLen � passcount)� 1.

13. Simultaneously send all messages in outbu�er.

5.4 Analysis

In this section we will prove the correctness of the SE algorithm presented in
Section 5.3.2. The layout of the correctness proofs is similar to that of the
proofs presented in Chapter 4. Additionally, we will also prove a theorem which
quanti�es the inaccuracy in the tradeo� between the FE and the SE algorithm.
In the beginning of every pass, the processors select a set of messagesM from all
the messages received in the beginning of the pass, such that no two messages
in M are about the same particle. All references to messages in this analysis
will be to members of the set M .

De�nition 5.4.1 Overow of messages occurs in pass pc ( 6= 0) i� some pro-
cessor P receives more than Mmax messages in the pass pc� 1.

De�nition 5.4.2 A processor P is said to represent particle p in the pass inter-
val [a; b] i�, for every pass in the pass interval [a; b], IsRepresenting(p) returns
`true' at the end of the pass.
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We will justify the increase in the number of passes required to simulate
the motion along a line segment of length s. Suppose we simulate a single
line segment in PathLgthDil passes as in the FE algorithm. Consider a line
segment ls(p; k) of some particle p which intersects the Voronoi cells of exactly
PathLgthDil processors. Consider a processor P which intersects ls(p; k), such
that the position of P in the sequence of processors that intersect ls(p; k) is
PathLgthDil�11 immediate connections away from any processor in Head(p; k).
According to the SE algorithm, it is possible that the processor P receives a
message about particle p, with the tag S, in pass PathLgthDil � (k � 1) +
PathLgthDil � 1. According to the SE algorithm, the processor P does not
check the message for representation, but sends a message about this particle
(with the tag U), to all the nearest-neighbor processors and to itself. In the
next pass, the processor P checks the particle for representation and �nds that
it is not representing the particle (as the pass number then is PathLgthDil�k).
Therefore, the processor P never represents particle p (in line segment k) even
though the Voronoi cell of the processor P intersects ls(p; k). Increasing the
number of passes used to simulate a line segment by one makes sure that all the
processors represent the particle p for at least one pass in this pass interval.

We will next prove that overow of messages does not occur when the pro-
cessors execute the code given in Section 5.3.2. Then, we will prove that the
timing constraints (the rationale for which has been given in Section 3.1) of Sec-
tion 3.1 hold. Finally we will quantify the inaccuracy in the tradeo� between
the FE and the SE algorithm.

1Note that the behavior of any processor PathLgthDil immediate connections away from
any processor in Head(p; k) has been dealt with in Section 3.1.
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5.4.1 Non-Overow of Messages

Theorem 5.4.1 If Mmax is assigned the value of N , every processor executing
the code in Section 5.3.2 receives less than or equal to Mmax messages.

Proof: The total number of particles being simulated is equal to N . Therefore,
we have that no processor can receive more than N =Mmax distinct messages
in any single pass.

Recall that for the SE algorithm, (5.1) is satis�ed. Therefore, the value of
Mmax in the SE algorithm can be no worse than twice the value of Mmax in
the FE algorithm. This is because of the presence of `unsure' messages. From
Theorem 5.4.1, we have that there cannot be any overow of messages in the
course of the simulation in the SE algorithm.

5.4.2 Timing Constraints

The following two theorems will be made use of in proving the timing constraint
conditions given in Section 3.1 (with c = T imeDil).

Theorem 5.4.2 Consider a processor P such that for a particle p and some k,

1. Voronoi(P;L) \ ls(p; k) 6= ;,

2. P =2 Head(p; k), and

3. P =2 Furthermost(p; k).

If the processor Head(p; k) receives a message about the particle p in pass

T imeDil � (k � 1);

then this processor P receives a message about the particle p in some pass in the
pass interval

(T imeDil � (k � 1); T imeDil � k � 1):

Proof: Let d = min
h2Head(p;k)(PathLength(h; P )). Let PathLength(H;P ) = d

andH 2 Head(p; k). As P =2 Furthermost(p; k), we have d 6= PathLgthDil. The
Voronoi cell of both processors P and H intersect ls(p; k). Therefore,

0 < d < PathLgthDil: (5.2)

Consider the pass pc = T imeDil � (k � 1) + d. We will show later in the proof
that processor P receives a message about particle p in pass pc.

Adding T imeDil � (k � 1) to each term in (5.2), we have

T imeDil � (k � 1) < pc < TimeDil � k � 1;
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which proves that P receives a message about p in the pass interval

(T imeDil � (k � 1); T imeDil � k � 1):

All that remains to prove is to show that the processor P receives a message
about the particle p in pass pc = T imeDil � (k � 1) + d. We will prove it by
induction.

Base case: d = 0. This says that the processor P we are considering
belongs to Head(p; k). The above statement is vacuously true for any processor
2 Head(p; k).

Inductive step: Let the above statement be true for all d such that

0 � d < m < PathLgthDil:

We will prove that any processor P, such that

ls(p; k) \ Voronoi(P;L) 6= ; and

min
h2Head(p;k)

(PathLength(h; P )) = m;

receives a message about particle p in pass T imeDil � k +m.
Let H be the processor such that

� H 2 Head(p; k), and

� PathLength(H;P ) = m.

(PathLength(H;P ) = m) =) (9Q whose PathLength(H;Q) = m� 1 and Q
is a nearest-neighbor of P and ls(p; k) intersects Voronoi(Q;L)).

By the inductive assumption, we have that the processor Q receives a mes-
sage in pass m � 1 + T imeDil � (k � 1) about the particle p. The processor
checks to see if ls(p; k) intersects Voronoi(Q;L) and �nds that it does At the
end of the pass, processor Q sends a message about the particle p to all the
nearest-neighbors of Q. Processor P , being a nearest-neighbor of Q, receives a
message about the particle p in the next pass, m.

Theorem 5.4.3 Consider any processor P , some particle p and some k such
that

1. Voronoi(P;L) \ ls(p; k) 6= ;.

2. P 2 Head(p; k):

Any such processor P receives a message about the particle p in pass

T imeDil � (k � 1):
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Proof: We will use induction on k to prove this theorem.
Base case: k=1. The SE algorithm is initialized by an external agent

sending messages to all the processors whose Voronoi cells contain the starting
point of ls(p; 1). Therefore, all such processors receive a message about the
particle p in pass 0 (= T imeDil � (k � 1)).

Inductive step: Let us assume that the given is true for all k such that
1 � k < m. We will prove the given statement for k = m.

Consider any processor P such that P 2 Head(p;m). Consider the processor
Q0 such that

� Voronoi(Q0;L) \ ls(p;m� 1) 6= ;.

� MinMgsTim(Q0; P ) = 1.

There are two cases to be considered.

� Case 1: Q 2 Head(p;m� 1). By the inductive assumption we have that
Q0 receives a message about particle p in the pass pc = T imeDil� (m�2).
Therefore we have

T imeDil � (m� 2) � pc < T imeDil � (m� 1): (5.3)

� Case 2: Q0 =2 Head(p;m � 1). We know that Q0 =2 Furthermost(p; k).
Therefore, From Theorem 5.4.2, we know that Q0 receives a message about
particle p in some pass pc such that

T imeDil � (m� 2) < pc < TimeDil � (m� 1)� 1: (5.4)

From (5.3) and 5.4), we have that the processor Q0 receives a message and
starts representing the particle p in some pass pc such that

T imeDil � (m� 2) � pc < T imeDil � (m� 1)� 1:

The processor Q0 executes the code in Section 5.3.2 and sends messages to
itself and other processors till the pass number reaches T imeDil � (m� 1)� 1.
This shows that processor Q0 sends a message about particle p to all its nearest-
neighbor processors in pass T imeDil � (m� 1)� 1. P , being a nearest-neighbor
processor of Q0, receives a message about particle p in the next pass, T imeDil �
(m� 1), which is what is to be proved.

Proof of Timing Constraints

The following two theorems prove that the SE Algorithm satis�es the timing
constraints given in Section 5.4. This will conclude the proof of overall correct-
ness of the SE algorithm.
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Theorem 5.4.4 Consider a processor P , a particle p and some k such that

� Voronoi(P;L) \ ls(p; k) 6= ;, and

� P =2 Furthermost(p; k).

Let [pcstart; pcend] be the maximal pass interval in which P represents p in the
line segment ls(p; k). Then

[T imeDil � (k � 1); T imeDil � k) \ [pcstart; pcend] 6= ;; (5.5)

9� (an integer > 0) such that 0 � pcstart � T imeDil � (k � 1) � �; (5.6)

pcend � T imeDil � k � 1 and (5.7)

if ls(p; k + 1) \ Voronoi(P;L) 6= ;;

9� > 0 such that pcend � (T imeDil � k � 1) < �: (5.8)

Furthermore, we may choose � = T imeDil and � = 2 in (5.6) and (5.8), respec-
tively.

Proof: In this theorem we will prove stronger versions of (5.6) and (5.8). Specif-
ically, we will show later in the proof the following two inequalities (which au-
tomatically prove (5.6), with � = T imeDil and (5.8), with � = 2).

0 � pcstart � T imeDil � k � T imeDil and (5.9)

if ls(p; k + 1) \ Voronoi(P;L) 6= ;;

pcend � (T imeDil � k � 1) < 2: (5.10)

From Theorem 5.4.2 and Theorem 5.4.3, we know that processor P receives a
message about particle p in some pass pc such that

T imeDil � (k � 1) � pc < T imeDil � k � 1: (5.11)

The processor P checks to �nd that the particle needs to be represented and
represents the particle at least from pass pc+ 1.

Therefore, we have

pcstart � pc+ 1: (5.12)

We know that a processor cannot start representing a particle p in line
segment k before the pass T imeDil � (k � 1). Therefore, we have

T imeDil � (k � 1) � pcstart: (5.13)

From (5.13) and (5.11), we have that

[T imeDil � (k � 1); T imeDil � k) \ [pcstart; pcend] 6= ;:
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Thus (5.5) is proved. From (5.11), we know that pcstart < TimeDil � k.
Therefore,

pcstart � T imeDil � (k � 1) < TimeDil:

Thus, (5.9) is proved.
Once the processor P receives a message about particle p, the processor

sends self-messages about particle p till ls(p; k), the current line segment be-
ing simulated no longer intersects Voronoi(P;L). Let ls(p; k1) be the �rst line
segment that does not intersect Voronoi(P;L).

Clearly

k1 > k (5.14)

� k + 1: (5.15)

The processor �nds that it does not represent the particle p any more and
hence stops representing the particle at the end of the pass, in at least pass
T imeDil � (k1 � 1) + 1. Therefore, we have that

pcend = T imeDil � (k1 � 1): (5.16)

From (5.15) and(5.16), we can deduce that

pcend = T imeDil � (k1 � 1)

� T imeDil � k � 1;

thus proving (5.7).
We have de�ned k1 to be the number of the �rst line segment that does not

intersect Voronoi(P;L). Suppose ls(p; k+1)\Voronoi(P;L) 6= ;. Then we have
that k1 = k + 1. From (5.16), we have that

pcend � (T imeDil � k � 1)

= T imeDil � (k1 � 1)� (T imeDil � k � 1)

= T imeDil � (k + 1� 1)� T imeDil � k + 1

= 1 < 2:

Thus (5.10) is proved.

Theorem 5.4.5 Consider a particle p, processors P1 and P2, such that for
some k1 and k2,

� Voronoi(P1;L) \ ls(p; k1) 6= ;,

� Voronoi(P2;L) \ ls(p; k2) 6= ;,
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� P1 =2 Furthermost(p; k1), and

� P2 =2 Furthermost(p; k2).

Let [pcstart1; pcend1] and [pcstart2; pcend2] be the maximal pass intervals in which
processors P1 and P2 represent p in line segments ls(p; k1) and ls(p; k2), respec-
tively.

Then, we have that

(k1 < k2) =) (pcstart1 < pcstart2): (5.17)

Proof: From Theorem 5.4.2 and Theorem 5.4.3, we know that processor P1

receives a message about particle p in some pass in the pass interval

[T imeDil � (k1 � 1); T imeDil � k1):

If the processor P1 receives a message anytime before this (about particle p), the
message is ignored as the processor checks and �nds that it is not representing
the particle.

Similarly, the processor P2 starts simulating the particle in some pass in the
pass interval [T imeDil � (k2 � 1); T imeDil � k2). We have that

pcstart2 � T imeDil � (k2 � 1)and (5.18)

pcstart1 < TimeDil � k1: (5.19)

Suppose k1 < k2. We have from (5.18) that

pcstart2 � T imeDil � (k2 � 1) (5.20)

> TimeDil � (k1 � 1) (5.21)

� T imeDil � k1: (5.22)

From (5.19) and (5.22), we have that

pcstart1 < pcstart2;

which is what is to be proved.

5.4.3 Simulation Accuracy of the SE Algorithm

In this section, we will quantify the inaccuracy in the tradeo� between the FE
and the SE algorithm. Speci�cally, we will show that there for each line segment
ls(p; k), there is at most one pass in which either

� p is present in the Voronoi cell of a processor P , but is not represented by
P , or
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� p is not present in the Voronoi cell of a processor P , but is represented by
P .

In the SE algorithm, we note that a processor P whose Voronoi cell intersects
a line segment ls(p; k), receives a message about particle p exactly

pc = min
h2Head(p;k)

PathLength(P; h)

passes after a processor in Head(p; k) has received a message about p (as in
the FE algorithm). Such a processor P can receive a message with the tag
S, pc passes after a processor in Head(p; k). In this case, according to the SE
algorithm, the processor P ignores the message in this pass. This is a pass in
which a particle present in the Voronoi cell of P is not being represented by P .
We also note that the number of such passes is at most one because in the very
next pass, P receives a message with the tag U about the particle p and starts
representing p.

Consider a processor P that intersects a line segment ls(p; k) such that P
does not intersect ls(p; k + 1). Let [pcstart; pcend] be the maximal pass interval
in which P represents the particle p in ls(p; k). From Theorem 5.4.4, we have
that

pcend � (T imeDil � k � 1) < 2:

In other words, we have that

pcend � (T imeDil � k � 1) � 1:

pcend is a pass in which a particle p that is not present in the Voronoi cell of
P is represented by P . We also note that the number of such passes is at most
one (follows from the above inequality).

5.4.4 Performance of SE Algorithm

In this section we will show that the SE algorithm performs better than the FE
algorithm under certain reasonable assumptions, given that (5.1) is satis�ed.
We note that the FE algorithm and the SE algorithm have similar structures,
i.e., they eliminate spurious messages and send out messages about the particles
actually being represented. First, we show that, under certain reasonable con-
ditions, a single pass in the SE algorithm completes in less time than a single
pass in the FE algorithm.

Then, we will show that, under certain reasonable assumptions, the total
time for simulation of a single line segment in the SE algorithm is smaller than
the time for simulation of a single line segment in the FE algorithm.

For comparing the performance of the algorithms, we will ignore all the steps
that are identical in the algorithms. The steps that are non-identical can be
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considered to be of two types. The �rst type are the operations that do not
involve a for-loop. These are assumed to be unit time operations and thus do not
signi�cantly a�ect the overall execution time of a pass. The steps that involve
the for-loops in both the algorithms account for a large portion of the execution
time. We note that the execution time of any pass is delayed by the maximum
time any pass might take to execute (in the respective algorithms). Therefore,
the execution time of a pass is the same as the maximum execution time of
any pass. With all this in mind, we will proceed to compute the approximate
maximum execution times of a pass in both the algorithms. We point out to
the reader that Steps 2, 3 and 4 in the FE algorithm correspond to Steps 3, 7
and 8 in the SE algorithm, respectively.

Consider the FE algorithm. The maximum execution time possible for a
single pass will be reached when a processor receives N messages and actually
represents Nvor particles. Suppose a single instance of the for-loop in Step 2
takes t0 time to execute. The total amount of time the for-loop takes to execute
is N � t0. Similarly suppose that a single instance of the for-loops in Steps 3
and 4 take times t1 and t2, respectively, to execute. We have that execution
time for Step 3 is N � t1 and execution time for Step 4 is Nvor � t2. We note
that checking of the condition in Step 3 takes more time than the subsequent
operations that are performed (when the condition is found to be true).

Therefore, the total execution time (in the worst case) of a single pass is

N � (t0 + t1) +Nvor � t2: (5.23)

We will compute the worst case execution time for a pass in the SE algorithm
in a similar way. The maximum execution time possible for a single pass is
reached when a processor P receives N messages and P actually represents
Nvor particles. As before, we note that the for-loops dominate the computation
times. The execution time for Step 3 is N �t0, as a single instance of the for-loop
in this step takes the same time to execute as a single instance of the for-loop
in Step 2 in the FE algorithm.

The execution time for Step 6 is dN=2e � t2 because
� Ignore-seq contains a maximum of dN=2e particles and the number of times
the for-loop executes is bound by the size of Ignore-seq, and

� a single instance of this for-loop takes the same amount of time to execute
as a single instance of the for-loop in Step 4 of the FE algorithm.

The execution time for Step 7 is dN=2e � t1 because
� storage contains a maximum of dN=2e particles and the number of times
the for-loop executes is bound by the number of particles present in the
storage, and

� a single instance of this for-loop takes the same amount of time to execute
as a single instance of the for-loop in Step 3 of the FE algorithm.
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The execution time for Step 8 is Nvor � t2 because
� a maximum of Nvor particles can actually be present in the Voronoi cell
of the processor, and

� a single instance of this for-loop takes the same amount of time to execute
as a single instance of the for-loop in Step 4 of the FE algorithm.

Therefore, the total execution time for a single pass in the SE algorithm is

N � t0 + (dN=2e+Nvor) � t2 + t1 � dN=2e: (5.24)

Assuming that

t1 > t2; (5.25)

we have

(5:23)� (5:24)

= bN=2c � (t1 � t2)

> 0:

Therefore, we have that a pass in the SE algorithm takes less time to execute
than a pass in the FE algorithm. Assumption that (5.25) is true is reasonable
as the operations of storing and sending out messages can be implemented very
e�ciently (one might even skip the idea of having an intermediate storage)
whereas the inherent complexity of the computation in the line segment check
makes it impossible to reduce its execution time.

The time taken by the algorithms to simulate a single line segment is the
number of passes multiplied by the execution time for a single pass. For ease of
presentation, we will abbreviate PathLgthDil by P . Therefore, we have that
the time taken by the FE algorithm to simulate a single line segment is

t0 � (N � P ) + t1 � (N � P ) + t2 � (Nvor � P ): (5.26)

The time taken by the SE algorithm to simulate a single line segment is

t0 � (N � P +N) + t1 � dN=2e � (P + 1) +

t2 � (dN=2e � (P + 1) +Nvor � P +Nvor): (5.27)

Assuming

t1 > (
N

bN=2c � P � dN=2e
) � t0 + (

dN=2e � (P + 1) +Nvor
bN=2c � P � dN=2e

) � t2; (5.28)

we have that

(5:26)� (5:27) > 0;
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Dimension 2 3 4 5 6 7
coe�cient of t0 2 3 1 1 2=3 7=11
coe�cient of t2 4 11 3 4 8=3 31=11

Table 5.1: Values of coe�cients for An lattices.

Dimension 2 3 4 5 6 7
coe�cient of t0 1 3=2 1=2 5=9 1=3 7=20
coe�cient of t2 3 13=2 5=2 26=9 7=3 43=20

Table 5.2: Values of coe�cients for Zn lattices.

and therefore, the SE algorithm takes less time to simulate a single line segment
than the FE algorithm.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 give the values of the coe�cients of t0 and t2 in (5.28) for
typical lattices An and Zn respectively. We note that Nvor � N .

Assumption that (5.28) is true is reasonable because for the lattices An and
Zn of dimensions greater than 1, one can see from extrapolating Tables 5.1 and
5.2 that (5.28) can be proved from

t1 > 3 � t0 + 11 � t2;

and this is reasonable because of the fact that the operations which take time
t0 and t2 are operations which involve storing and sending out messages and
can be implemented very e�ciently, whereas the inherent complexity of the step
that takes time t1 makes it impossible to reduce the execution time.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Future Work

In this paper we took a look at a literal/analogical approach to handle simulation
of physical events. We summarized the representation of the euclidean space
and the algorithm for simulation of motion of a single particle from [She91].
The algorithm for the single particle case as well as the ones presented in this
paper executed in synchronized passes. A pass consisted of receiving messages,
performing local computations and sending out messages at the end of the pass.
An algorithm is described by the code to be executed for a single pass.

Initially, we considered extending the single particle algorithm to handle
multi-particles by having it execute a pass in the single particle algorithm on
all the messages received in the pass. In the worst case, for this possibility,
we found that a processor can receive a maximum of N messages, where N is
the total number of particles in the simulation and so considered the further
possibility of executing a single pass in the single particle algorithm N times
in a pass for this multi-particle algorithm. We found that this method worked
but was awfully slow. Therefore, we looked at a di�erent algorithm, called the
FE algorithm in which a pass in the single particle algorithm was executed for
only min(N;Nvor � (Nnnp + 1)) times, where Nvor is the maximum number of
particles that can be present in the Voronoi cell of a processor at any point of
time and Nnnp is the number of nearest-neighbor processors of any processor in
the lattice. We note that this is a considerable improvement over the method in
which we execute a single pass in the single particle algorithm N times. We also
showed that we cannot reduce the number of times a pass in the single particle
algorithm needs to be executed to less than min(N;Nvor � (Nnnp + 1)).

We presented the SE algorithm as an alternative algorithm that should be
applied only when N < 2 � Nvor � (Nnnp + 1). The SE algorithm resulted
from an attempt at reducing further the execution time to simulate motion of
multi-particles by allowing some additional approximations in the simulation.
Speci�cally, in the SE algorithm, the simulation can lag behind the physical
event by a maximum of one pass. In this algorithm, we executed a single pass
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in the single particle algorithm on a subset of messages received in a pass, thus
cutting down the execution time for a single pass. We used the concept of
S-U tags, where a tag is associated with every message. We compared the
performance of the SE algorithm to the FE algorithm and con�rmed, under
certain reasonable hypotheses, the lower execution time of a pass in the SE
algorithm.

As we mentioned before, this paper is just a small step towards achieving
the goal of simulating any physical event. More work needs to be done before
we can make it a reality. Future work that needs to be done includes

1. developing algorithms to simulate motion at varying speeds,

2. extending the algorithms developed so far to arbitrary curves (From [She91,
CRS91a] it is clear how to apply the algorithm in this paper to straight
line and circular motion),

3. developing algorithms to simulate motion of particles, taking into consid-
eration, the e�ect of collisions between particles.

4. extending the algorithms to simulate the motion, elasticity, . . . of multi-
particle objects,

5. integrating the above extensions/new algorithms into a single system ca-
pable of doing all of the above,

6. extending the single wave motion simulation algorithm in [She91, CRS91b]
to handle multiple, non-interacting waves using the approach followed in
this paper, and

7. extending the proposed architecture [CRS90b] and programming language
interface in which simulations are done.
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Chapter 7

Illustration of Execution of

the SE Algorithm

Consider a particle p, a positive integer k and a processor P . The line segment
ls(p; k) can have di�erent orientations with respect to the Voronoi cell of P . We
will present, in the form of tables, the behavior of the SE algorithm in all these
di�erent orientations. We divide space into three regions with respect to P ,
namely

1. out(P ), which is the set of points not present in the Voronoi cell of P ,

2. boundary(P ) which is the set of points present in the boundary of the
Voronoi cell of P , and

3. in(P ), which is the set of points present inside the Voronoi cell of P , but
not in the boundary of the Voronoi cell of P .

For simplifying the analysis, the line segment ls(p; k) is divided into three parts
namely

1. lt(p; k), the left end point of the line segment ls(p; k),

2. rt(p; k), the right end point of the line segment ls(p; k), and

3. ols(p; k), the line segment ls(p; k) excluding the points lt(p; k) and rt(p; k).

We de�ne that a division, DLS, of the line segment is present in a division,
DOS, of space i�

� DLS = lt(p; k), DOS 2 fout(P ); in(P ); boundary(P )g and DLS 2 DOS;

� DLS = rt(p; k), DOS 2 fout(P ); in(P ); boundary(P )g and DLS 2 DOS;
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� DLS = ols(p; k), DOS 2 fout(P ); boundary(P )g and DLS � DOS; or

� DLS = ols(p; k), DOS = in(P ) and DLS \ DOS 6= ;.

The di�erent orientations that we talk about are the result of di�erent com-
binations (as in the above de�nition) of the division of line segment and the
division of space. For example, one possible orientation is

1. lt(p; k) is present in boundary(P ),

2. rt(p; k) is present in out(P ), and

3. ols(p; k) is present in out(P ).

Consider the maximal, possibly empty, pass interval [pcstart; pcend] in which
a processor P represents the line segment ls(p; k). The values of pcstart and
pcend depend on various factors (like PathLgthDil) for any given orientation.
We recall that the simulation in the SE algorithm can lag behind reality by at
most one pass. Assuming this worst case lag of one pass, we will present, in
Tables 7.1 and 7.2, the values of pcstart (� T imeDil � (k � 1)) and pcend (�
T imeDil � k � 1), respectively, for the various physically possible orientations
of ls(p; k) with respect to P .

For ease of presentation, we will abbreviate T imeDil by TD and assume
that

min
h2Head(p;k)

(PathLength(h; P )) = i:

The letter B in a column means that the division of ls(p; k) corresponding to
that column is present in boundary(P ). Similarly, the letters O and I in columns
mean that the divisions of ls(p; k) corresponding to those columns are present
in out(P ) and in(P ), respectively.
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lt(p; k) ols(p; k) rt(p; k) Additional condition Start pass

B B B � TD � (k � 1) + 1

B O O ls(p; k � 1) \ Voronoi(P;L) = ; TD � (k � 1) + 1

B O O ls(p; k � 1) \ Voronoi(P;L) 6= ; TD � (k � 1)

B I B � TD � (k � 1) + 1

B I O � TD � (k � 1) + 1

B I I � TD � (k � 1) + 1

O O B � �

O O O ls(p; k � 1) \ Voronoi(P;L) 6= ; TD � (k � 1)

O O O ls(p; k � 1) \ Voronoi(P;L) = ; �

O I B i 6= PathLgthDil TD � (k � 1) + 1 + i

O I B i = PathLgthDil �

O I O � TD � (k � 1) + 1 + i

O I I i 6= PathLgthDil TD � (k � 1) + 1 + i

O I I i = PathLgthDil �

I I B � TD � (k � 1)

I I O � TD � (k � 1)

I I I � TD � (k � 1)

Table 7.1: Illustrating execution of the SE algorithm: start pass

lt(p; k) ols(p; k) rt(p; k) Additional condition End pass

B B B � TD � k � 1

B O O ls(p; k � 1) \ Voronoi(P;L) = ; TD � k � 1

B O O ls(p; k � 1) \ Voronoi(P;L) 6= ; TD � k � 1

B I B � TD � k � 1

B I O � TD � k � 1

B I I � TD � k � 1

O O B � �

O O O ls(p; k � 1) \ Voronoi(P;L) 6= ; TD � (k � 1)

O O O ls(p; k � 1) \ Voronoi(P;L) = ; �

O I B i 6= PathLgthDil TD � k � 1

O I B i = PathLgthDil �

O I O � TD � k � 1

O I I i 6= PathLgthDil TD � k � 1

O I I i = PathLgthDil �

I I B � TD � k � 1

I I O � TD � k � 1

I I I � TD � k � 1

Table 7.2: Illustrating execution of the SE algorithm: end pass
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